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1 of 1 review helpful It s 1946 in a beautiful house in a perfect English village By Midwestern Boy This book is a 
forgotten little masterpiece It describes one hot summer day in the life of a 38 year old woman full of nostalgic elegiac 
longing It s 1946 in a beautiful house in a perfect English village The problem is that Laura and Stephen lived here 
before the war with two maids a cook a gardener and a nanny and It is a summer s day in 1946 The English village of 
Wealding is no longer troubled by distant sirens yet the rustling coils of barbed wire are a reminder that something 
some quality of life has evaporated Together again after years of separation Laura and Stephen Marshall and their 
daughter Victoria are forced to manage without those anonymous caps and aprons who lived out of sight and pulled 
the strings Their rambling garden refuses to be tamed the house seems Mollie Panter Downes is as profound as 
Katherine Mansfield restrained as Jane Austen sharp as Dorothy Parker INDEPENDENT About the Author Mollie 
Panter Downes was born in London in 1906 and died in 1997 In 1939 
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